
In Coach Sean’s group , there was tough

competition for the best-in-group prize .

Gambits were discussed in greater depth ,

including exploration of the initiative ,

space and development . Mark continued to

showcase his progress and brought

interesting tidbits into the class from his

own explorations . Ian did a great job with

tactics but it was Surbhi who finally

claimed the prize .

The tournament games in the after

provided a great testing ground for new

ideas and coaches were able to use the

games to analyze and learn from during the

morning lesson reviews . The top section for

the afternoon tournament was dominated

this week by Valerie who won with a

perfect 4-0 score . Anton claimed the top

blitz prize with his own perfect 5-0 score .

Another great week of chess

and other camp fun as we

approach our final week . The

morning lessons continued to

focus on thematic tactics

solving where new patterns

were introduced and

reinforced , as well as game

analysis where the thoughts

and strategies of great

grandmasters , the coaches ,

and campers in their own

games were broken down

and explored .
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In Art Class , campers created

unique drawings and projects

based on the specific art style

they learned . The class

discussed 2-point perception ,

Still Life , Automatism , Cubism ,

Mask-making and Motion

Photography . Campers made

their own variations of these

styles by combining their own

interests along with what they

learned to create their own

artwork . Because this week was

“Shark Week” on the Discovery

Channel , the class dedicated

the first 10 minutes of every

class to learning about the

functions and types of shark

species , and many campers

incorporated their interest in

sharks into their art .

In Theatre Class , the first group

worked on scene study , using

scenes from a camp favorite show

“The Last Airbender . The class

discussed character motivation ,

objectives , and stakes . Campers

are also played a fun game called

“Why Were You Late?” that got

everyone moving a little more ,

into their bodies , and was

expressive !  The second group did

scene study with an assigned

scene . The class talked about

what Theatre is and why you

would want to watch it . The class

talked about the “who/where/why”

of the scene and discussed

objectives . The class also played

with storytelling and improv with

“What are You Doing” and “Party

Host .”


